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Vasilis Lourdas reported that he did a ?curl sighting? in the show and very well I took a closer peek and what do we see
some 37 minutes 36 seconds into episode 8 season 4?
(I haven?t followed the show since at some point in season two so I cannot speak for what actually has happened in the
plot up to this point. I?m only looking at and talking about what?s on the screenshots here.)
Elliot writes Python. In this Python program, we can see two curl invokes, both unfortunately a blurry on the right side
so it?s hard to see them exactly (the blur is really there in the source and I couldn?t see/catch a single frame without it).
Fortunately, I think we get some additional clues later on in episode 10, see below.
He invokes curl with -i to see the response header coming back but then he makes some questionable choices. The -k
option is the short version of --insecure. It truly makes a HTTPS connection insecure since it completely switches off
the CA cert verification. We all know no serious hacker would do that in a real world use.
Perhaps the biggest problem for me is however the following -X POST. In itself it doesn?t have to be bad, but when
taking the second shot from episode 10 into account we see that he really does combine this with the use of -d and thus

the -X is totally superfluous or perhaps even wrong. The show technician who wrote this copied a bad example?
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